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Abstract
A large, world-wide community of physicists is working to realise an exceptional physics program16

of electron-positron collisions with the International Linear Collider (ILC). This program will begin17

with a central focus on high-precision and model-independent measurements of the Higgs boson18

couplings. This method of searching for new physics beyond the Standard Model is orthogonal to19

and complements the LHC physics program. The ILC at 250 GeV will also search for direct new20

physics in exotic Higgs decays and in pair-production of weakly interacting particles. Polarised21

electron and positron beams add to the physics reach. The ILC can be upgraded to higher energy,22

enabling precision studies of the top quark and measurement of the top Yukawa coupling and the23

Higgs self-coupling.24

The key accelerator technology, superconducting radio-frequency cavities, has matured. Opti-25

mised collider and detector designs, and associated physics analyses, were presented in the ILC26

Technical Design Report, signed by 2400 scientists.27

There is a strong interest in Japan to host this international effort. A detailed review of the many28

aspects of the project is nearing a conclusion in Japan. Now the Japanese government is preparing29

for a decision on the next phase of international negotiations, that could lead to a project start30

within a few years. The potential timeline of the ILC project includes an initial phase of about31

4 years to obtain international agreements, complete engineering design and prepare construction,32

and form the requisite international collaboration, followed by a construction phase of 9 years.33

Supporting documents: https://linearcollider.web.cern.ch/content/ilc-european-strategy-document34

∗ Version 4.0 † Second.Author@institution.edu



I. INTRODUCTION35

A central issue in particle physics today is the search36

for new phenomena needed to address shortcomings of37

the highly successful Standard Model (SM). These new38

effects can manifest themselves as new particles, new39

forces, or deviations in the predictions of the SM derived40

from high-precision measurements. While the SM is the-41

oretically self-consistent, it leaves many issues of particle42

physics unaddressed. It has no place for the dark matter43

and dark energy observed in the cosmos, and it cannot44

explain the excess of matter over antimatter. It has noth-45

ing to say about the mass scale of quarks, leptons, and46

Higgs and gauge bosons, which is much less than the47

Planck scale. It has nothing to say about the large mass48

ratios among these particles. These and other issues mo-49

tivate intense efforts to challenge the predictions of the50

SM and search for clues to what lies beyond it.51

The Higgs boson, discovered in 2012 at the Large52

Hadron Collider, is central to the SM, since it is the ori-53

gin of electroweak symmetry-breaking and gives mass to54

all known elementary particles. The study of the proper-55

ties and interactions of the Higgs boson is thus of utmost56

importance.57

The International Linear Collider (ILC) has the ca-58

pabilities needed to address these central physics issues.59

First and most importantly, it provides unprecedented60

precision in the measurements and searches needed to61

pursue these questions. Already in its first stage, the ILC62

will have a new level of sensitivity to test the well-defined63

SM expectations for the Higgs boson properties, and to64

advance many other tests of SM expectations. The well-65

defined collision energy at the ILC, together with highly66

polarised beams, low background levels and absence of67

spectator particles, will enable these precision measure-68

ments. A linear collider allows straightforward energy69

upgrades, which bring new processes into play. The en-70

ergy upgrades will allow the ILC to remain a powerful71

discovery vehicle for decades. Finally, and critically, the72

technology is mature, ready for implementation today.73

For more than twenty years the worldwide community74

has been engaged in a research program to develop the75

technology required to realise a high-energy linear col-76

lider. As the linear collider technology has progressed,77

committees of the International Committee for Future78

Accelerators (ICFA) have guided its successive stages. In79

the mid-1990’s, as various technology options to realise80

a high-energy linear collider were emerging, the Linear81

Collider Technical Review Committee developed a stan-82

dardised way to compare these technologies in terms of83

parameters such as power consumption and luminosity.84

In 2002, ICFA set up a second review panel which con-85

cluded that both warm and cold technologies had devel-86

oped to the point where either could be the basis for a87

linear collider. In 2004, the International Technology Re-88

view Panel (ITRP) was charged by ICFA to recommend89

an option and focus the worldwide R&D effort. This90

panel chose the superconducting radiofrequency technol-91

ogy (SCRF), in a large part due to its energy efficiency92

and potential for broader applications. The effort to de-93

sign and establish the technology for the linear collider94

culminated in the publication of the Technical Design Re-95

port (TDR) for the International Linear Collider (ILC)96

in 2013 [1].97

The collider design is thus the result of nearly twenty98

years of R&D. The heart of the ILC, the superconducting99

cavities, is based on pioneering work of the TESLA Tech-100

nology Collaboration. Other aspects of the technology101

emerged from the R&D carried out for the JLC/GLC and102

NLC projects, which were based on room-temperature103

accelerating structures. From 2005 to the publication104

of the TDR [1] in 2013, the design of the ILC accel-105

erator was conducted under the mandate of ICFA as a106

worldwide international collaboration, the Global Design107

Effort (GDE). Since 2013, ICFA has placed the inter-108

national activities for both the ILC and CLIC projects109

under a single organization, the Linear Collider Collabo-110

ration (LCC),111

Once the mass of the Higgs boson was known, it was es-112

tablished that the linear collider could start its ambitious113

physics program with an initial centre-of-mass energy of114

250 GeV, with a reduced cost relative to that in the TDR.115

In this ILC250 [2], the final focus and beam dumps would116

be designed to operate at energies up to 1 TeV. Advances117

in the theoretical understanding of the impact of preci-118

sion measurements at the ILC250 have justified that this119

operating point already gives substantial sensitivity to120

physics beyond the Standard Model [3, 4]. The cost es-121

timate for ILC250 was also carefully evaluated; it is de-122

scribed in Appendix A. It is similar in scale to the LHC123

project.124

In its current form, the ILC250 is a 250 GeV centre-of-125

mass energy (extendable up to 1 TeV) linear e+e− col-126

lider, based on 1.3 GHz superconducting radio-frequency127

(SCRF) cavities. It is designed to achieve a luminosity128

of 1.35 · 1034 cm−2s−1 and provide an integrated lumi-129

nosity of 400 fb−1 in the first four years of running. The130

electron beam will be polarised to 80 %, and the baseline131

plan includes an undulator-based positron source which132

will deliver 30 % positron polarisation.133

The experimental community has developed designs134

for two complementary detectors, ILD and SiD, as de-135

scribed in [5]. These detectors are designed to optimally136

address the ILC physics goals. The detector R&D pro-137

gram leading to these designs has contributed a number138

of advances in detector capabilities with applications well139

beyond the linear collider program.140

This report summarises the current status of this ef-141

fort, describing the physics reach, the technological matu-142

rity of the accelerator, detector, and software/computing143

designs, plus a short discussion on the further steps144

needed to realise the project.145

II. PHYSICS146

The ILC as the ability to begin with a high-precision147

study of the Higgs boson couplings. At 250 GeV, the ILC148

also presents many opportunities to discover new parti-149
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cles that go beyond the capabilities of the LHC. Finally,150

the ILC at 250 GeV opens the door to further exploration151

of e+e− reactions at higher energies. This capability has152

been clearly demonstrated with detailed simulations of153

important physics channels including full detector effects.154

The ILC physics case is reviewed at greater length in the155

reference document [6].156

The Higgs boson is a necessary element of the SM, yet157

it is to very large extent unknown. In the SM, the Higgs158

field couples to every elementary particle and provides159

the mass for all quarks, leptons, and heavy vector bosons.160

The LHC has discovered the Higgs particle and confirmed161

the presence of the couplings responsible for the masses162

of the W , Z, t, b, and τ [7]. However, many mysteries are163

still buried here. The Higgs couplings are not universal,164

as the gauge couplings are, and their pattern (which is165

also the pattern of lepton and quark masses) is not ex-166

plained by the SM. The basic phenomenon that provides167

mass for elementary particles—the spontaneous breaking168

of the gauge symmetry SU(2)× U(1)—is not explained,169

and actually cannot be explained, by the SM. The Higgs170

boson could also couple to new particles and fields that171

have no SM gauge interactions and are otherwise com-172

pletely inaccessible to observation. Thus, detailed exam-173

ination of the Higgs boson properties should be a next174

major goal for particle physics experiments.175

Within the SM, the couplings of the Higgs boson are176

specified now that the parameters of the model, including177

the Higgs boson mass, are known. Expected knowledge178

improvements of SM parameters in the 2020’s will al-179

low these couplings to be predicted to the part-per-mille180

level [8]. Models of new physics modify these predictions181

at the 10% level or below, but they can be visible to pre-182

cision experiments. Most importantly, different classes183

of models affect the various Higgs couplings differently,184

so that systematic measurement of the Higgs couplings185

can reveal clues to the nature of the new interactions.186

The precision study of the Higgs boson interactions then187

provides a new method both to discover the presence of188

physics beyond the SM and to learn about its nature.189

The couplings of the Higgs boson are now being studied190

at the LHC. The LHC experiments have made remark-191

able progress in measuring the couplings of the Higgs192

boson, and they expect impressive further progress, as193

documented in the HL-LHC Yellow Report [9]. The un-194

certainty projections from the Yellow Report are shown195

in Fig. 1. These measurements are very challenging.196

Aside from events in which the Higgs boson appears as197

a narrow resonance (the decays to γγ and 4`), Higgs bo-198

son events are not visibly distinct from SM background199

events. Analyses start from signal/background ratios of200

about 1/10 (better for VBF production, but worse for201

V h production with h → bb̄) and then apply strong se-202

lections to make the Higgs signal visible. To reach the203

performance levels predicted in the Yellow Report, it is204

necessary to determine the level of suppression of SM205

backgrounds to better than 1% accuracy. At the same206

time, these projected uncertainties do not allow the LHC207
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FIG. 1. Projected Higgs boson coupling uncertainties for the
LHC and ILC using the model-dependent assumptions appro-
priate to the LHC Higgs coupling fit. The dark- and light-red
bars represent the projections in the scenarios S1 and S2 pre-
sented in [9]. The scenario S1 refers to analyses with our cur-
rent understanding; the scenario S2 refers to more optimistic
assumptions in which experimental errors decrease with ex-
perience. The dark- and light-green bars represent the pro-
jections in the ILC scenarios in similar S1 and S2 scenarios
defined in [6]. The dark- and light-blue bars show the pro-
jections for scenarios S1 and S2 when data from the 500 GeV
run of the ILC is included. The same integrated luminosities
are assumed as for Figure 2. The projected uncertainties in
the Higgs couplings to Zγ, µµ, tt, and the self-coupling are
divided by the indicated factors to fit on the scale of this plot.

experiments to observe, for example, an anomaly of 5%208

in the hWW coupling to 3σ significance. To prove the209

presence of such small deviations, which are typical in210

new physics models, a different approach is required.211

What is needed for a precision Higgs boson measure-212

ment program is a new experimental method in which213

all individual Higgs boson decays are manifest and can214

be studied in detail. This is provided by the reaction215

e+e− → Zh at 250 GeV in the centre-of-mass. At this216

CM energy, the lab energy spectrum of Z bosons shows217

a clear peak at 110 GeV, corresponding to recoil against218

the Higgs boson, on top of a small and precisely calcu-219

lable SM background. Events in this peak tag the Higgs220

boson independently of the mode of Higgs boson decay.221

These events then give a complete picture of Higgs bo-222

son decays, including all SM leptonic and hadronic final223

states and also invisible or partially visible exotic modes.224

Further, since the cross section for Higgs production225

can be measured independently of any property of the226

Higgs boson, the scale of Higgs couplings can be deter-227

mined and the individual couplings can be absolutely nor-228

malised. Each individual coupling can be compared to its229

SM prediction.230

In the description of new physics by an SU(2)×U(1)-231

invariant effective field theory (EFT), there exist both232

a remarkable complementarity and a synergy between233

measurements in Higgs physics, in precision electroweak234
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FIG. 2. Projected Higgs boson coupling uncertainties for the
ILC program at 250 GeV and an energy upgrade to 500 GeV,
using the highly model-independent analysis presented in [3].
This analysis makes use of data on e+e− → W+W− in ad-
dition to Higgs boson observables and also incorporates pro-
jected LHC results, as described in the text. Results are ob-
tained assuming integrated luminosities of 2 ab−1 at 250 GeV
and 4 ab−1 at 500 GeV. All estimates of uncertainties are de-
rived from full detector simulation. Note that the projected
uncertainties in the Higgs couplings to Zγ, µµ, tt, and the
self-coupling are divided by the indicated factors to fit on the
scale of this plot. The scenario S1* refers to analyses with
our current understanding; the scenario S2* refers to more
optimistic assumptions in which experimental errors decrease
with experience. A full explanation of the analysis and as-
sumptions underlying these estimates is given in [6].

observables and in diboson production. This calls for a235

global approach in interpreting data from the three dif-236

ferent sectors. The high precision in the measurement237

of e+e− → W+W− at an e+e− collider then works to238

improve the Higgs-coupling determination. Beam polar-239

isation at the ILC is also a powerful tool to separate240

the contributions of different EFT coefficients. In ad-241

dition, a number of readily interpreted Higgs boson ob-242

servables that will be measured at the HL-LHC can be243

used, especially the ratio of branching ratios BR(h →244

γγ)/BR(h → ZZ∗). In [3], it is shown that, by the245

use of this information, it is possible to fit all relevant246

EFT coefficients simultaneously, giving a determination247

of Higgs boson couplings that is as model-independent as248

the underlying EFT description itself.249

The uncertainties in cross section and σ · BR mea-250

surements that contribute to the EFT determination of251

the Higgs boson couplings were estimated using full-252

simulation analyses. These analyses incorporate the de-253

tailed detector designs described in Section IV and the254

performance levels justified by R&D as reviewed in Sec-255

tion V. This gives our estimates S1*. The inputs are256

described in more detail in [6]. For the nominal ILC257

program at 250 GeV, the Higgs coupling to b quarks is258

expected to be measured to 1.1% accuracy and the cou-259

plings to W and Z to 0.7% accuracy. The full set of260

expected uncertainties is shown in Fig. 2.261

In a manner similar to the estimates in [9], a more262

optimistic scenario S2* is defined, assuming that detec-263

tor performance can be improved with experience. The264

precise scheme is described in [6]. The S2* estimates are265

also shown in Fig. 2. The blue bars in the figure show the266

improvement in the errors when running at 500 GeV is267

also included. The discovery of any anomaly at 250 GeV268

can be confirmed using additional reactions such as WW -269

fusion production of the Higgs boson. Measurements at270

this level can discover—and distinguish—models of new271

physics over a wide space of possibilities, even for models272

in which the predicted new particles are too heavy to be273

discovered at the LHC [3].274

Figure 1 compares the ILC projections to those given275

in the HL-LHC Yellow Report [9] in their scenarios S1276

and S2. The LHC projections include model-dependent277

assumptions. To assist the comparison, these assump-278

tions are imposed also in the ILC analyses. The un-279

certainties in the extracted Higgs couplings under these280

assumptions [6] are shown as the S1 and S2 values in the281

figure. The blue bars again show the effect of adding a282

data set at 500 GeV, as described in [6].283

In addition to its decays predicted in the SM, the Higgs284

boson could have additional decays to particles with no285

SM gauge interactions. These decays may include invis-286

ible decays (e.g., to a pair of dark matter particles χ) or287

partially invisible decays (e.g., to bb̄χχ). The ILC can288

robustly search for all types of exotic decays to the part-289

per-mille level of branching fractions [10].290

The ILC can also search for particles produced through291

electroweak interactions, closing gaps that are left by292

searches at the LHC. An important example is the Hig-293

gsino of supersymmetric models. If the mass differences294

among Higgsinos are smaller than a few GeV—as pre-295

dicted in currently allowed models—then Higgsinos of296

100 GeV mass would be produced copiously at the LHC,297

but this production would not be registered by LHC trig-298

gers. In the clean environment of the ILC, even such dif-299

ficult signatures as this would be discovered and the new300

particles studied with percent-level precision [11].301

ILC precision measurements of e+e− → ff̄ processes302

at 250 GeV have a sensitivity to new electroweak gauge303

bosons comparable to (and complementary with) direct304

searches at the LHC. Polarisation plays a key role since it305

allows the electroweak couplings to be disentangled, with306

particular sensitivity to right-handed couplings. The re-307

action e+e− → bb̄ is of special interest since it either308

receives corrections from BSM physics that act on elec-309

troweak couplings of all fermions or from BSM physics310

that acts primarily on the Higgs and the heavy quark311

doublet (t, b), as happens in many composite models of312

the Higgs boson [12, 13].313

The ILC at 250 GeV can be the first step to the study314

of e+e− reactions at higher energy. A linear e+e− collider315

is extendable in energy by making the accelerator longer316

or by increasing the acceleration gradient. Extensions to317

500 GeV and 1 TeV were envisioned in the ILC Tech-318
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Quantity Symbol Unit Initial Upgrades
Centre-of-mass energy

√
s GeV 250 500 1000

Luminosity L (1034cm−2s−1 ) 1.35 1.8 4.9
Repetition frequency frep Hz 5 5 4
Bunches per pulse nbunch 1 1312 1312 2450
Bunch population Ne 1010 2 2 1.74
Linac bunch interval ∆tb ns 554 554 366
Beam current in pulse Ipulse mA 5.8 5.8 7.6
Beam pulse duration tpulse µs 727 727 897
Average beam power Pave MW 5.3 10.5 27.2
Norm. hor. emitt. at IP γεx µm 5 10 10
Norm. vert. emitt. at IP γεy nm 35 35 35
RMS hor. beam size at IP σ∗x nm 516 474 335
RMS vert. beam size at IP σ∗y nm 7.7 5.9 2.7
Site AC power Psite MW 129 163 300
Site length Lsite km 20.5 31 40

TABLE I. Summary table of the ILC accelerator parameters
in the initial 250 GeV staged configuration and possible up-
grades.

nical Design Report [1]. The aims of this higher-energy319

program are discussed in detail in [6]. They include the320

measurement of the top-quark mass with a precision of321

40 MeV, measurements of the top-quark electroweak cou-322

plings to the per-mille level, measurement of the Higgs323

coupling to the top quark to 2% accuracy, and measure-324

ment of the triple-Higgs boson coupling to 10% accuracy.325

Higher energy stages of the ILC would also allow much326

more sensitive searches for new particles with electroweak327

interactions. Eventually, the ILC tunnel could be the328

host for very high gradient electron accelerators reaching329

energies higher than 1 TeV. The ILC promises a long and330

bright future beyond its initial 250 GeV stage.331

III. COLLIDER332

The fundamental goal of the design of the ILC is to ful-333

fill the physics objectives outlined in this document with334

high energy-efficiency. In the design, the overall power335

consumption of the accelerator complex during opera-336

tion is limited to 129 MW at 250 GeV and 300 MW at337

1 TeV, which is comparable to the power consumption338

of CERN today. This is achieved by the use of SCRF339

technology for the main accelerator, which offers a high340

RF-to-beam efficiency through the use of superconduct-341

ing cavities. The cavities are operated at 1.3 GHz, where342

high-efficiency klystrons are commercially available. At343

accelerating gradients of 31.5 to 35 MV/m, this technol-344

ogy offers high overall efficiency and reasonable invest-345

ment costs, even considering the cryogenic infrastructure346

needed for the operation at 2◦K. Some relevant parame-347

ters are given in Tab. I.348

The underlying TESLA technology is mature, with a349

broad industrial base throughout the world, and is in350

use at a number of free-electron-laser facilities that are351

in operation (European XFEL at DESY), under con-352

struction (LCLS-II at SLAC), or in preparation (SHINE353

in Shanghai) in the three regions that have contributed354

to the ILC design. In preparation for the ILC, Japan355

and the U.S. have founded a collaboration for further356

cost optimisation of the TESLA technology. In recent357

years, new surface treatments during the cavity prepara-358

tion process, such as the so-called nitrogen infusion, have359

been developed at Fermilab and elsewhere. These offer360

the prospect of achieving higher gradients and lower loss361

rates than assumed in the TDR, using a less expensive362

surface-preparation scheme. This would lead to a further363

cost reduction over the current estimate.364

The design goal of energy efficiency fits well into the365

“Green ILC” concept [14] that pursues a comprehensive366

approach to a sustainable laboratory. Current European367

Research and Innovation programmes include efficiency368

studies for the ILC and other accelerators. A model is the369

recently inaugurated European Spallation Source ESS in370

Sweden, which followed the 4R strategy: Responsible,371

Renewable, Recyclable and Reliable.372

When the Higgs boson was discovered in 2012 and the373

Japan Association of High Energy Physicists (JAHEP)374

made a proposal to host the ILC in Japan, the Japanese375

ILC Strategy Council conducted a survey of possible sites376

for the ILC in Japan, looking for suitable geological con-377

ditions for a tunnel up to 50 km in length, and the pos-378

sibility to establish a laboratory where several thousand379

international scientists could work and live. The candi-380

date site in the Kitakami region in northern Japan, close381

to the larger cities of Sendai and Morioka, was found to382

be the best option. The site offers a large, uniform gran-383

ite formation, with no active seismic faults, that is well384

suited for tunnelling. Even in the great Tohoku earth-385

quake of 2011, underground installations in this rock for-386

mation were essentially unaffected. This underlines the387

suitability of this candidate site.388

Figure 3 shows a schematic overview of the initial-stage389

accelerator with its main subsystems. The accelerator390

extends over 20.5 km, with two main arms that are dom-391

inated by the electron and positron main linacs, at a392

14 mrad crossing angle.393

Electrons are produced by a polarised electron gun lo-394

cated in the tunnel of the positron beam-delivery system.395

A Ti:sapphire laser impinges on a photocathode with a396

strained GaAs/GaAsP superlattice structure, which will397

provide 90 % electron polarisation at the source, resulting398

in 80 % polarisation at the interaction point. The design399

is based on the electron source of the SLAC accelerator.400

Two concepts for positron production are considered.401

The baseline solution employs superconducting helical402

undulators at the end of the electron main linac, pro-403

ducing polarised photons that are converted to positrons404

in a rotating target, with a 30 % longitudinal polarisa-405

tion. This positron-production scheme requires an op-406

erational electron linac delivering a beam close to its407

nominal energy of 125 GeV, which is a complication for408

commissioning and operation. An alternative design, the409

electron-driven source, utilises a dedicated S-band elec-410

tron accelerator to provide a 3 GeV beam that is used411

to produce positrons by pair production. This source412

would not provide positron polarisation, but would have413

advantages for operation at lower electron beam energies414

4
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FIG. 3. Schematic layout of the ILC in the 250 GeV staged configuration.

and during commissioning. Both concepts are likely to415

prove viable when the requisite engineering effort can be416

devoted to their design. The current accelerator design417

is compatible with either option. A decision between418

the alternatives will be made before commencement of419

the detailed engineering design, based on their relative420

physics potential, costs, and technical maturity.421

Electrons and positrons are injected at 5 GeV into422

the centrally placed 3.2 km-long damping-ring complex,423

where their normalised emittance is reduced to 20 nm424

(4µm) in the vertical (horizontal) plane within 100 msec.425

These emittance numbers are well in line with the perfor-426

mance of today’s storage rings for advanced light sources.427

To achieve the necessary damping time constant, the428

damping ring is equipped with 54 superconducting wig-429

glers.430

The damped beams are transported to the beginning431

of the main accelerator by two low-emittance beam-432

transport lines. Two bunch-compressor stages at 5 and433

15 GeV reduce the longitudinal bunch length to 300µm434

before the beams are accelerated to 125 GeV in the two435

main linacs.436

The main linacs accelerate the beams in superconduct-437

ing cavities made of niobium, operating at 1.3 GHz fre-438

quency and a temperature of 2.0 K. Each cavity has 9439

cells and is 1.25 m long. The mean accelerating gradi-440

ent will be 31.5 to 35 MV/m. Cavities are mounted in441

12 m-long cryomodules that house 9 cavities or 8 cavities442

plus a quadrupole unit for beam focusing. The cryomod-443

ules provide cooling and thermal shielding and contain444

all necessary pipes for fluid and gaseous helium at vari-445

ous temperatures. No separate helium transport line is446

necessary. Cryomodules of this type have been in con-447

tinuous operation since 2000 in the TESLA Test Facility448

(TTF, now FLASH), and, since 2017, 97 of these cry-449

omodules have been in operation at the European XFEL.450

This proves their long-term stability. Cost and perfor-451

mance estimates for the ILC cryomodules are based on452

the experience from these facilities, and thus can be re-453

garded with high confidence.454

The radiofrequency (RF) power for the cavities is gen-455

erated by commercially available 10 MW klystrons with456

an efficiency of 65 %. The pulse modulators will use a457

new, modular and cost-effective semiconductor design de-458

veloped at SLAC, the MARX modulator.459

The cryogenic system design is planned with six cryo460

plants for the main linacs, each with a size similar to461

those operating at CERN (8 plants for the LHC), DESY462

(for HERA/ XFEL) and Fermilab (for the Tevatron).463

Two smaller plants would supply the central region, in-464

cluding the preaccelerators of the sources and the damp-465

ing rings.466

Finally, the beam-delivery system focuses the beams467

to the required size of 516µm× 7.7 nm. A feedback sys-468

tem, which profits from the relatively long inter-bunch469

separation of 554 ns, ensures the necessary beam stabil-470

ity. The necessary nano-beam technology and feedback471

control has been tested at the Accelerator Test Facility472

2 (ATF-2) at KEK, where beam sizes within 10 % of the473

goal for ILC have been demonstrated.[15]474

The TDR baseline design assumed a centre-of-mass en-475

ergy of
√
s = 500 GeV, upgradeable to a final energy of476

1 TeV. After the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012,477

interest grew for an accelerator operating as a “Higgs fac-478

tory” at
√
s = 250 GeV, slightly above the maximum for479

Zh production. The design for a 250 GeV version of the480

ILC has recently been presented in a staging report by481

the LCC directorate [2] and was endorsed by ICFA.482

This staged version of the ILC would have two main483

linac tunnels about half the length of the 500 GeV TDR484

design (6, instead of 11 km). Other systems, in par-485

ticular the beam-delivery system and the main dumps,486

would retain the dimensions of the TDR design. Then487

the ILC250 could be upgraded to energies of 500 GeV488
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or even 1 TeV with a reasonable effort, without exten-489

sive modifications to the central region. Recent studies490

of rock vibrations from tunnel excavation in a similar ge-491

ology indicate that the necessary additional main linac492

tunnels could be largely constructed during ILC opera-493

tion, so that an energy upgrade could be realised with an494

interruption in data taking of only about 2 years, com-495

patible with a smooth continuation of the physics pro-496

gramme.497

Another upgrade option, which could come before or498

after an energy upgrade, is a luminosity upgrade. Dou-499

bling the luminosity by doubling the number of bunches500

per pulse to 2625 at a reduced bunch separation of 366 ns501

would require 50 % more klystrons and modulators and502

an increased cryogenic capacity. The damping rings503

would also permit an increase of the pulse repetition rate504

from 5 to 10 Hz. This would require a significant increase505

in cryogenic capacity, or running at a reduced gradient506

after an energy upgrade. The projections for the physics507

potential of the ILC250 are based on a total integrated508

luminosity of 2 ab−1, which assumes at least one lumi-509

nosity upgrade.510

IV. DETECTORS511

The detector concepts proposed for the ILC have been512

developed over the past 15 years in a strong international513

effort. They reflect the requirements placed on the detec-514

tors from the science, and have folded in the constraints515

from the design of the machine, in particular the special516

properties of the interaction region. They incorporate517

the results of the R&D effort described in the following518

Section.519

The main guiding principles are:520

• The detector must have excellent track momentum521

resolution, of about 2 × 10−5GeV−1. The bench-522

mark here is the analysis of the di-lepton mass in523

the process e+e− → hZ → h`+`−. This reaction524

allows the reconstruction of the Higgs mass, inde-525

pendently of its decay mode, via the reconstruction526

of the lepton recoil momentum. The Higgs boson527

mass is important in itself, but it is also a cru-528

cial input in the precise SM prediction of the Higgs529

boson properties. Stringent momentum resolution530

requirements have to be met to meet the mass res-531

olution goal.532

• Many physics measurements depend on the flavor533

identification of heavy quarks and leptons. For this,534

very powerful vertex detectors are needed. Both for535

the known Higgs boson and, typically, for extended536

Higgs particles, the most prominent decays are to537

third-generation species. Many other physics pro-538

cesses also lead to complex final states containing539

bottom or charm quarks. A superb vertex detec-540

tor is needed to reconstruct these long-lived par-541

ticles with specificity and high efficiency. For ex-542

ample, the position of the reconstructed secondary543

FIG. 4. The ILD detector concept.

vertex should be found with a precision of better544

than 4µm.545

• The momenta of the full set of final-state parti-546

cles are best reconstructed with the Particle Flow547

Algorithm (PFA). This technique combines the in-548

formation from the tracking systems and from the549

calorimetric systems to reconstruct the energy and550

the direction of all charged and neutral particles in551

the event. To minimise overlaps between neighbor-552

ing particles, and to maximize the probability to553

correctly combine tracking and calorimeter infor-554

mation, excellent calorimeters with very high gran-555

ularity are needed. The agreed-upon goal is a jet556

energy resolution of 3% – an improvement of about557

a factor of two from the equivalent number for the558

LHC detectors.559

• Many physics signatures predict some undetectable560

particles which escape from the detector. These can561

only be reconstructed by measuring the missing en-562

ergy and 3-momentum in the event. This requires563

that the detector is as hermetic as possible. Par-564

ticular care must be given to the region at small565

angles surrounding the beampipe.566

Compared to the last large-scale detector project in567

particle physics, the construction and upgrade of the568

LHC detectors, the emphasis for linear collider detec-569

tors is shifted towards ultimate precision. This requires570

detector technologies with new levels of performance. It571

also requires the minimisation of dead material in the572

detector at an unprecedented level, with strict manage-573

ment and control of services and, in particular, ther-574

mal management of the detector concept. As a bench-575

mark, the total material in front of the electromagnetic576

calorimeter should not exceed a few percent of a radia-577

tion length. Significant technological R&D was needed578

to demonstrate the feasibility of this goal.579

Over the last decade, two detector concepts have580

emerged from the discussions and studies in the com-581

munity. Both are based on the assumption that the582
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FIG. 5. The SiD detector concept.

particle-flow technique will play a central role in the583

event reconstruction. Both, therefore, have highly gran-584

ular calorimeters, placed inside the solenoid coil, and585

excellent trackers and vertexing systems. The two ap-586

proaches differ in the choice of tracker technology, and in587

the approaches taken to maximise the overall precision588

of the event reconstruction. ILD (Fig. 4) has chosen a589

gaseous central tracker, a time projection chamber, com-590

bined with silicon detectors inside and outside the TPC.591

SiD (Fig. 5) relies on an all-silicon solution, similar to592

the LHC detectors, although with much thinner silicon593

layers. ILD tries to optimise the particle-flow resolution594

by making the detector large, thus separating charged595

and neutral particles. SiD keeps the detector more com-596

pact, and compensates by using a higher central magnetic597

field. Both approaches have demonstrated excellent per-598

formance through prototyping and simulation, meeting599

or even exceeding the requirements.600

The ILC infrastructure has been designed to allow for601

two detectors, operated in a so-called push-pull mode.602

The detectors are mounted on movable platforms, which603

can be moved relatively quickly in and out of the beam.604

The goal is to exchange the detectors in the IP and be605

ready to take data within one day.606

This baseline design with two detectors and a push-pull607

arrangement has distinct scientific advantages over a po-608

tential alternative of only one detector. It is also much609

less expensive than the previously considered alternative610

of having two separate interaction points with dedicated611

detectors. The scientific advantages arise from the com-612

plementarity of the detectors, the competition between613

detector teams, the opportunity for independent cross-614

checks of new results, and the likely larger community of615

participants in the scientific program.616

For both detector concepts, communities have self-617

organised and pre-collaborations have formed. Over the618

last ten years, these organisations have pushed both con-619

cepts to a remarkable level of maturity. In close interac-620

tion with the different groups performing detector R&D621

from around the world, they have demonstrated the fea-622

sibility of building and operating such high-precision de-623

tectors.624

European groups have played a central role in these625

efforts. The ILD concept group is formed from some 70626

groups from around the world, with more than half com-627

ing from Europe. The SiD collaboration has a strong628

basis in the Americas, but also relies on significant par-629

ticipation from European groups. Major contributions630

to the development of all sub-systems have come from631

Europe. Significant technological breakthroughs, for ex-632

ample in the area of highly granular calorimeters, are633

strongly driven by European groups.634

An important aspect of the detector concept work has635

been the integration of the detector into the collider and636

into the proposed site. The location of the experiment637

in an earthquake-prone area poses challenges which have638

been addressed through R&D on detector stability, sup-639

port and service. The scheme to operate two detectors640

in one interaction region required significant engineering641

work to demonstrate its feasibility. With strong support642

from particle physics laboratories in Europe, in particu-643

lar DESY and CERN, many of the most relevant ques-644

tions were answered and the feasibility of the approach645

demonstrated, at least in principle.646

V. DETECTOR R&D647

The demands from physics for high precision challenge648

the ILC detectors. Optimal trade-offs between granular-649

ity, material, speed and power, and ultimately resolution650

are needed to achieve the order of magnitude improve-651

ment in state-of-the-art required. Intensive R&D was652

needed to realise this performance, reliably and at min-653

imal cost, on the subsystem level, and then within the654

complete, integrated detector system.[16]655

Application of the Particle Flow Algorithm (PFA)656

for reconstruction of final-state particles, using merged657

tracking and calorimetric information requires study of658

integrated systems. Then the performance can be trans-659

ferred to realistic Monte Carlo models of experiments to660

predict the ILC physics performance in Section II. A661

wide variety of calorimeter and tracking subsystems have662

been prototyped, including full-scale detectors operated663

on beam, in some cases inside a 2 T magnetic field This664

has included subsystem combinations to measure PFA665

performance relative to system cost.666

Tracking and vertexing detector development was667

driven by pixellated, low-material budget components668

with excellent momentum resolution and displaced vertex669

characterisation, including vertex charge, performances670

typically exceeding existing experiments by an order of671

magnitude.672

Two main tracker alternatives were investigated: a673

TPC and silicon sensors, possibly pixelated. TPC R&D674

addressed mainly the single-point resolution and ion-675

feedback mitigation with different micro-pattern read-out676

systems (MicroMegas, GEM, . . .), showing performance677

goals are reached, with an end-cap material budget of less678

than 30%X0. Silicon sensor R&D dealt with material679

budget; targeted momentum resolution is achieved with680
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a limited number of layers. ATLAS and CMS tracker681

upgrade R&D contributed, although ILC silicon tracking682

layers are much thinner with somewhat different solu-683

tions. A large-area pixelated tracker may improve per-684

formance over silicon-strips in dense jet environments.685

Vertex detector R&D explored several thin, highly-686

granular pixel technologies (CMOS, DEPFET, FPCCD,687

SoI, . . .) that offer the projected spatial resolution and688

material budget. Intensive efforts focussed on read-out689

systems that handle the beam-related background hit690

density. Performances depends on material technology691

and read-out architecture. Double-sided layers were also692

investigated establishing feasibility near an e+e− inter-693

action point.694

PFA requirements lead to very compact, highly-695

granular calorimetric technologies, including low-power696

read-out micro-circuits with power pulsing. The CAL-697

ICE Collaboration studied the major issues for both elec-698

tromagnetic (ECAL) and hadron calorimeters (HCAL).699

ECAL R&D concentrated on optimised and cost-effective700

sensor systems, designs of low-power, pulsed, inte-701

grated readout electronics and effective thermal man-702

agement and calibration strategy, and a mechanical con-703

cept combining high stability with minimal dead zones.704

A SiW-based full-size prototype was constructed and705

tested extensively on particle beams. A cost-effective706

scintillator/photo-sensor solution was also tested.707

HCAL prototyping emphasized efficient and precise708

neutral hadron shower reconstruction. Two options de-709

veloped with stainless steel conversion material included710

scintillator tiles with silicon photo-sensors read out with711

analog electronics, and more highly-segmented RPCs712

with one or two bit signal encoding.713

Test-beam campaigns combining various ECAL and714

HCAL options demonstrate the relative merits, includ-715

ing PFA processing. The energy and topology resolu-716

tion requirements have been demonstrated, including in717

power-pulsing operation.718

Very forward calorimeter technologies with robust elec-719

tron and photon detection for luminosity and operations720

measurements have show satisfactory performance with721

1 MGy tolerance. Tungsten absorbers coupled with al-722

ternating GaAs sensor planes included fast feedback for723

beam tuning.724

VI. SOFTWARE AND COMPUTING725

It will be possible to meet the physics goals of the ILC726

programme only if the excellent detector resolution of727

the two proposed ILC detector concepts described above728

is complemented with powerful and sophisticated algo-729

rithms for event reconstruction and data analysis. For730

over a decade, the ILC community has developed and731

improved its software ecosystem iLCSoft [17], which is732

based on the event data model LCIO [18], and the generic733

detector description toolkit DD4hep [19]. The iLCSoft734

tools are used by both ILC detector concepts and also by735

CLIC. From the start, a strong emphasis has been placed736

on developing flexible and generic tools that can easily be737

FIG. 6. Fully simulated and reconstructed tt̄-event in the ILD
detector, showing the individually reconstructed neutral and
charged particles. Note that the colour code is based entirely
on the particle flow algorithm and does note use any Monte
Carlo truth information.

applied to other experiments or new detector concepts.738

This approach of developing common tools wherever pos-739

sible has helped considerably in leveraging the limited740

manpower and putting the focus on algorithm develop-741

ment that is crucial for the physics performance.742

A development of particular importance is the refine-743

ment of the PFA technique that aims to identify and744

reconstruct every individual particle created in the event745

in order to choose the best possible subdetector mea-746

surement for every particle. An example of individual747

particles reconstructed using PFA in a tt̄-event is shown748

in Fig. 6.749750

Both detector concept groups have invested consider-751

able effort into making their full-simulation models as re-752

alistic as possible. Starting from a precise description of753

the actual detector technology, dead material, gaps and754

imperfections have been added. Care has been taken755

to include realistic services such as cables and cooling756

pipes, in particular in the tracking region where the ma-757

terial budget has a direct impact on the detector per-758

formance. These simulation models have been used for759

large-scale Monte Carlo production and physics analy-760

ses for the TDR and more recent detector optimisation761

campaigns. Based on these studies, a realistic under-762

standing of the expected detector performance and the763

physics reach of the ILC for both detector concepts has764

been achieved.765

The development of iLCSoft has been a truly inter-766

national activity, in which European groups, in particu-767

lar DESY and CERN, have played a leading role. They768

should continue to do so if the ILC is approved. The769

next stage will strongly focus on adapting the software770

tools for modern hardware architectures and continue to771

improve the computing and physics performance of the772

algorithms.773
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An initial computing concept for the ILC, including a774

first estimate of the required resources, has been devel-775

oped by the LCC Software and Computing Group. This776

concepts follows in general terms that of the LHC ex-777

periments and Belle II, with a strong on-site computing778

center complemented by large Grid-based computing re-779

sources distributed around the world. Due to the much780

lower event rates at the ILC compared to the LHC, the781

detectors will run in an un-triggered mode in which col-782

lision data from every bunch crossing will be recorded.783

At the experimental site, only limited computing re-784

sources are required for online monitoring, QA, and data-785

buffering for a few days. Prompt reconstruction, event786

building, and filtering of the interesting collisions will be787

performed at the main ILC campus. A few percent of788

the initial data will be distributed to major participating789

Grid sites in the world for further skimming and final790

redistribution for physics analysis. A copy of the raw791

data from all bunch crossings will be kept to allow for792

future searches for new exotic signatures. Based on de-793

tailed physics and background simulations, the total raw794

data rate estimate of the ILC is ∼1.5 GB/s. The total795

estimated storage needs will be a few tens of PB/y. The796

computing power needed for simulation, reconstruction,797

and analysis will be a few hundred kHepSpec06. Given798

that these numbers are already smaller than what is now799

needed by the LHC experiments, and given an expected800

annual increase of 15% and 20%, respectively, for storage801

and CPU at flat budget, the overall computing costs for802

the ILC will be more than an order of magnitude smaller803

than those for the LHC.804

VII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY805

The ILC has a mature technical design that is ready for806

construction. The ILC will start as a Higgs boson factory807

(ILC250). Here the clean operating environment, low808

backgrounds, and adjustable beam energies and polar-809

isations will allow model-independent measurements of810

the Higgs boson’s mass and CP properties and of its ab-811

solute couplings to SM fermions and gauge bosons, most812

of them to better than 1% precision. These measure-813

ments will discriminate between the SM and many dif-814

ferent BSM models. The ILC will be sensitive to invisible815

and other exotic Higgs decays, accessing additional new816

physics models including models of Dark Matter. The817

ILC polarized beams offer additional precision tests of818

the SM, in particular for the electroweak couplings of819

right-handed fermions, which are largely unconstrained820

today.821

The ILC can be extended to higher energies in possi-822

ble future upgrades, up to 500 GeV and 1 TeV. In these823

later stages, the ILC will give access to the properties of824

the top quark, including the top-quark Yukawa coupling,825

and to the Higgs self-coupling. Above the top-quark pro-826

duction threshold, the ILC will be a precision top-quark827

factory. Throughout its energy evolution, the ILC will be828

able to produce new BSM particles of mass up to half its829

centre-of-mass energy and to provide sensitivity to new830

force particles Z ′ with masses ranging up to 7-12 TeV.831

Since no new particles beyond the SM have been dis-832

covered at the LHC, the search for new physics through833

high-precision studies of the Higgs boson and the top834

quark have become urgent and compelling. These studies835

strike at the heart of the mysteries of the SM in a way836

that is orthogonal to direct new particles searches. As837

discussed in Section II, the ILC capabilities for precision838

tests will be qualitatively superior to those of the high-839

luminosity LHC. This makes the ILC a powerful comple-840

ment to future LHC particle searches, with strength to841

discover the new interactions that underlie the SM.842

The goal of a precise understanding of the Higgs bo-843

son is an attractive one in its own right, and one readily844

communicated to our scientific colleagues in other disci-845

plines and to the general public. Together with this goal,846

the ILC provides a fully formed project proposal with a847

reasonable cost estimate similar to that of the LHC, a848

moderate time scale, and well tested technologies for its849

detector and accelerator designs.850

Future circular e+e− colliders have been proposed as851

an alternative method for precision Higgs boson studies.852

These have the potential to deliver higher luminosity at853

energies up to about 300 GeV. However, the ILC, op-854

erated as a Higgs factory, can take advantage of beam855

polarization to achieve similar physics performance [3].856

More importantly, the possibility to easily upgrade the857

ILC to higher energies makes the Higgs factory stage of858

the ILC only the first phase of its potential for explo-859

ration.860

As ephasized in the previous few sections, the ILC pro-861

posal is supported by extensive R&D and prototyping,862

both for the accelerator and for the detectors. For the863

accelerator, the successful construction and operation of864

the European XFEL at DESY gives us confidence both865

in the high reliability of the basic technology and in the866

reliability of its performance and cost in industrial real-867

ization. For the detector, an extensive course of prototyp-868

ing underlies our estimates of full-detector performance869

and cost. Some specific optimizations and technological870

choices remain. But the ILC is now ready to move for-871

ward to construction.872

The ILC TDR cost has been rescaled for ILC250 [2]873

and has recently been futher re-evaluated incorporat-874

ing items specific to Japanese construction and account-875

ing. The current quoted cost estimate of the ILC250 is876

shown in Appendix A. This cost has been scrutinised in877

a number of studies, most recently by a working group of878

the Japanese science agency MEXT, as described below.879

Here too, the ILC is ready to move forward.880

A strong community of universities and laboratories881

world-wide is ready to realise the ILC, to develop its de-882

tectors, and to exploit its physics opportunities. The883

ILC Technical Design Report was signed by 2400 sci-884

entists from 48 countries and 392 institutes and univer-885

sity groups, as described in Appendix B. This community886

continues to prepare for the scientific program and will887

expand its efforts once the ILC is launched as a project.888
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The ILC R&D program and the construction of the889

FELs based on SCRF in Europe and the US has opened890

strong links between the ILC community and industry.891

Very productive networking and communication has been892

established between industry representatives and scien-893

tists. Since 2016, all linear collider conferences have in-894

cluded one-day mini-workshops to show and promote in-895

dustrial opportunities. These industrial mini-workshops896

have been well attended with growing interest and par-897

ticipation from individual companies and from the indus-898

trial associations of several key countries.899

On the political side, broad interest for the ILC in900

Japan has been steadily growing over many years. The901

plan for hosting the ILC in Japan is being promoted by902

political entities, at the Japanese Diet and at the provin-903

cial levels, by a large industrial consortium (AAA), and904

by representatives of the particles physics community905

(JAHEP). Since 2013, the ILC project has been exam-906

ined extensively by the MEXT ministry within a cautious907

official procedure, in which minimising risks is of prime908

importance. MEXT’s ILC Advisory Panel released its909

report [20] on July 4, 2018. This report summarises the910

studies of the several working groups (WG) that reviewed911

a broad range of aspects of the ILC. The most recent912

studies include a specific review of the scientific merit913

and the technical design for the ILC250. The Physics914

WG scrutinised the scientific merit of the ILC250, lead-915

ing to their strong and positive statement on the impor-916

tance of the ILC250 to measure precisely the couplings of917

the Higgs boson [20]. The TDR WG reviewed issues ad-918

dressed in the Technical Design Report and the ILC250919

design, including the cost estimate and technical feasi-920

bility. Other working groups of the MEXT review com-921

mented on manpower needs, organisational aspects, and922

the experience of previous large projects. The report of923

the ILC Advisory Panel was followed by the beginning of924

deliberations in a committee and technical working group925

established by the Science Council of Japan (SCJ). An-926

other independent committee (ILC Liaison Council), led927

by leaders of the Liberal Democratic Party, the majority928

party in the Diet, has now convened to encourage the929

national government to proceed with the ILC.930

It is an important aspect of the discussions of ILC in931

Japan that the ILC is seen as global project that will932

foster exchange between Japan and other nations. Thus,933

the scientific interest and political engagement of partner934

countries is a major concern for the Japanese authorities.935

For example, Japan has now begun efforts to secure US936

partnership in the ILC. The US Department of Energy937

Under Secretary for Science recently visited Japan; he938

attended meetings with political leaders promoting the939

ILC, and with the leadership of KEK.940

Europe’s technological expertise and its scientific941

strength make it a valued potential partner. Japan is942

approaching Europe both through bilateral discussions943

with individual countries, in which ILC may appear in a944

broader landscape embracing other advanced technology945

topics, and through direct engagement with CERN. It is946

our hope that CERN will play a leading role in the Euro-947

pean participation in the ILC, along the lines described948

in the conclusions of the 2013 Update of the European949

Strategy, and also in a similar fashion to that developed950

for the European participation in the US neutrino pro-951

gram.952

ILC is an energy-frontier project that can be started953

today. It will provide a new opportunity for European954

physicists in the time frame of the HL-LHC and be-955

yond, as Europe plans and marshalls its resources for956

the next major CERN project. In this way, the ILC957

will play a crucial role in encouraging a new generation958

of researchers to enter particle physics and maintain the959

continuous tradition and the scientific strength of our en-960

terprise.961

In summary, a large world-wide community of particle962

physicists is eager to join the effort to build the ILC and963

its detectors, and to pursue its unique physics program.964

The machine technology is mature and construction-965

ready. The envisaged timeline of the project includes966

4 years of preparation phase and 9 years of construction.967

The ILC will deliver unique contributions in our effort to968

probe beyond the Standard Model to an ultimate under-969

standing of the fundamental laws of nature. The scientific970

case for the ILC has become irresistible.971
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APPENDIX A: ILC250 PROJECT COSTS1017

FIG. 7. Costs of the ILC250 project are in JPY as being re-evaluated by the Japanese MEXT report in 2018. The following
exchange rates were assumed 1 Euro=115 JPY and 1 US$=100 JPY. These numbers include the cost for civil engineering and
the laboratory. Costs not included are land acquisition, living environment for overseas researchers, access roads, groundwater
handling, energy service enterprise for power transmission, low power voltage supplies and computer center. The cost premium
to cover the project cost with 85 % instead of 50 % confidence level (loosely speaking, the 1σ uncertainty of the cost estimate)
has been estimated to be 25 % of the estimated cost. For more detail see presentation by Sh. Michizono during LCWS 2018
at: https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7889/timetable/.

FIG. 8. Breakdown of major cost drivers of the acclerator.
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APPENDIX B: DEFINITION OF THE COMMUNITY1018

FIG. 9. World wide map distribution of signatories supporting the ILC Technical Design Report.

FIG. 10. Detailed list of signatories of the ILC Technical Design Report covering 2400 signatories, 48 countries and 392
Institutes/Universities.
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APPENDIX C: LIST OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS1019

Description of supporting documents:1020

• ILC TDR documents;1021

• ILC project overview, being specifically produced for the European Strategy Process;1022

• European ILC Preparation Plan (EIPP), produced under the E-JADE project;1023

• linear collider Detectors R&D Liasion Report;1024

• Green ILC project: reports and web page.1025

Supporting documents web page: https://linearcollider.web.cern.ch/content/ilc-european-strategy-document.1026

APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY1027

Abbreviations and definitions used in the text:1028

• MEXT: Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (http://www.mext.go.jp/en/).1029

• Japanese National DIET: The National Diet is Japan’s bicameral legislature. It is composed of a lower house1030

called the House of Representatives, and an upper house, called the House of Councillors.1031

• ICFA: International Committee for Future Accelerators (http://icfa.fnal.gov/).1032

• JAHEP: Japanese Association of High Energy Physics.1033

• European XFEL: The European X-Ray Free-Electron Laser Facility (European XFEL) at DESY (Hamburg,1034

Germany) (https://www.xfel.eu/).1035

• LCLS-II: The hard X-ray free-electron laser at SLAC (Stanford, USA)(https://portal.slac.stanford.edu/sites/lcls-1036

public/lcls-ii/Pages/default.aspx).1037

• E-JADE: The Europe-Japan Accelerator Development Exchange Programme. E-JADE is a Marie Sklodowska-1038

Curie Research and Innovation Staff Exchange (RISE) action, funded by the EU under Horizon20201039

(https://www.e-jade.eu/).1040

• AAA: The Japanese Advanced Accelerator Association promoting science and technology (http://aaa-1041

sentan.org/en/association/index.html).1042

• CALICE Collaboration: R&D group of more than 280 physicists and engineers from around the world,1043

working together to develop a high granularity calorimeter system optimised for the particle flow measure-1044

ment of multi-jet final states at the ILC running, with centre-of-mass energy between 90 GeV and 1 TeV1045

(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CALICE/WebHome).1046
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